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HIS WORKING LIST which starts on the next is convinced do exist. It is perhaps still too corn-page has been compiled from the following prehensive in that there arc six streams with
sources:
(1) A selection by myself (Cook, 1973) from
a list by Lindblad (1971a), which he found
from a computer search among 2401 orbits of
meteors photographed by the Harvard Super-
Sehmidt cameras in New Mexico (McCrosky and
Posen, 1961)
(2) Five additional radiants found by
McCrosky and Posen (1959) by a visual search
among the radiants and velocities of the same
2401 meteors
(3) A further visual search among these
radiants and velocities by Cook, Lindblad,
Marsden, McCrosky, and Posen (1973)
(4) A computer search by Lindblad (1971b)
among 1827 precisely reduced photographed
meteors from all available sources
(5) Visual radiants reported by Hoffmeister
(1948)
activity near the threshold of detection by pho-
tography not related to any known comet and
not sho_m to be active for as long as a decade.
Unless activity can be confirmed in earlier or
later years or unless an associated comet ap-
pears, these streams should probably be dropped
from a later version of this list. The author will
be much more receptive to suggestions for dele-
tions from this list than he will be to suggestions
for additions I;o it. Clear evidence that the thresh-
old for visual detection of a stream has been
passed (as in the case of the June Lyrids) should
qualify it for permanent inclusion.
A comment on the matching sets of orbits is
in order. It is the directions of perihelion that
should match, a condition clearly met in most
cases :
(1) April Lyrids and Comet 1861 I Thatcher
(2) _ Aquarids, OrioIfids, and P/Comet Halley
(6) A report
December 5, 1956, by Ridley (1962)
(7) A list of visual radiants by McIntosh
(1935)
(8) A report on the June Lyrids by Hindley
(1969)
(9) Two papers on radar radiants in the
southern sky by Weiss (1960a, b)
(10) A paper on radar radiants in the southern
hemisphere by Nilsson (1964)
(11) Several compilations of visual, photo-
graphic, and radar radiants by Whipple and
Hawkins (1959), McKinley (1961), Millman
and McKinley (1963), and Jacchia (1963)
This list is restricted to streams that the author
on the Phoenicid shower of
(3) r Hereu]ids and Comet 1930 VI Schwass-
mann-Wachmann 3
(4) Daytime /_ Taurids, Southern Taurids,
Northern Taurids, and P/Comet Encke
(5) June BoStids and P/Comet Pons-Winnecke
1915 III
(6) o Draconids and Comet 1919 V Metcalf
(7) Southern and Northern LAquarids
(8) Perseids and Comet 1862 III Swift-Tuttle
(9) Aurigids and Comet 1911 II Kiess
(t0) Daytime Sextantids and Geminids
(11) .hmual Andromedids and the predicted
orbit of P/Comet Biela for 1972
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• Unless otherwise indicated, all calendar dates are for the year 1950.
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P/Comet Biela 1852 III
October Draconids

























































































































































































(13) October Draconids and P/Comet Giaco-
bini-Zinner 1946 V
(14) Leo Minorids and Comet 1739 Zanotti
(15) Pegasids, December Phocnicids, and
Comet 1819 IV Blanplain
(16) Leonids and P/Comet Tempcl-Tuttle
1965 IV
(17) Monocerotids and Comet 1917 I Mellish
(18) Northern and Southern x Orionids
(19) Ursids and P/Comet Tuttle
In the case of the Sextantids and the Geminids,
the temporary character of the Sextantids and
the concentration and strength of the Gcminids
suggest two parent bodies for the streams. The
similarities in the directions of perihelion, dis-
tances at perihelion, and semimajor axes then
imply that thcse two parent bodies separated
from a common body at an earlier time. In the
case of the Pegasids, December Phoenicids,
and Comet 1819 IV Blanplain, the strength, con-
centration, and single apparition of the Decem-
ber Phoenicids suggest that a small comet still
exists; the presence of meteors in the orbital
plane of the Pegasids suggests that another
comet separated long ago from Comet 1819 IV.
If we were in the presence of a broad distribution
of meteoroids, there would be continuous ac-
tivity from northern and southern radiants in
October, November, and December.
In two cases some serious failure to match
occurs. Among the Daytime Arietids, Northern
Aquarids, and Southern _ Aquarids, it is clear
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that the Northern $ Aquarids do not fit and
are dubious members of the system; and in the
case of the Daytime i" Perseids, Southern Piscids,
and Northern Piscids, it is clear that the South-
ern Piscids do not fit and are dubious members
of the system. The traditional association be-
tween the a Capricornids and P/Comet Honda-
Mrkos-Paidu_kov_ is rejected, as the directions
of perihelia diverge by nearly 30 ° .
Of the 57 entries in the list, two are additional
radiants associated _dth P/Comet Encke and
six more are associated with another radiant,
each in the sense that they appear to come
from the same parent body. One of these pairs is
the n Aquarids and Orionids associated with
P/Comet Halley. Another is the pair of Androm-
edid radiants, one that of the great showers,
the other that of the current weak annual stream
matching the current predicted orbit of P/Comet
Biela. The remaining four pairs are not associated
with a comet; two are pairs of daylight and night
showers--the Daytime Arietids with the Southern
Aquarids and the Daytime i" Perseids with the
Northern Piscids. The remaining two are merely
northern and southern branches of the same
streams; these two cases are the _ Aquarids and
the x Orionids. Thus, we deal here with 49
separate streams. TWO additional pairings appear
to bc at the level of parent meteoroid-shedding
bodies having separated from a larger body at
an earlier time. The_ pairings are the Daytime
Sextantids with the Geminids and the Pegasids
with the December Phoenicids, which in turn
apparently came from Comet 1819 IV Blanplain.
It appcars that 47 initial parent bodies are re-
quired to explain the prcsent list of streams.
Some 15 of the 49 currently required parent
bodies have been observed as Comets. Two are
lost, and P/Comet Biela is perhaps thc best target
for an effort at recovery. Small asteroids might
be searched for along the orbits of the Geminids
and Scxtantids, and comets might be searched
for along the orbits of the highly concentrated
Quadrantids, Librids, and Corvids. The other 29
parent objects are associated with weak or
diffuse stream systems, so a search for them
would be tantamount to a general search of the
sky.
The author is grateful for access to B. G.
Marsden's (1972) catalog of orbits of comets
in advance of publication, and also for the pro-
dicted orbit of P/Comet Biela in 1972. This
work was supported in part by contract NGR
09-015-033 from the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration.













These streams arc con-
tributors to Hoffmrister's
(1948) visual Virginids.




This stream is a weak
annual one at the thresh-
old of detection for visual
observers but has given
stronger displays in 1884
(22 hr-0, 1922 (96 hr-_),
and 1948 (20 hr-1).
At this inclination, _2-_
should be compared be-
tween orbits, not T. The
three values are 307.4 °,
305.5 ° , and 306.2 ° for the
Aquarids, the Orionids,
and P/Comet Halley, re-
spectively.
Some evidence exists that
this stream was detected
visually, its radiant being
regarded as early activity
of the June Bo6tids (Oli-
vier, 1916; Smith, 1932).
This stream is a contribu-
tor to Hoffmcister's (1948)
Scorpius-Sagitarrius sys-
tem.
This shower was observed
only in 1937. Two sets of
elements are given to pres-
ent. likely extremes.
This shower was observed
only by radar and only in
1958. It was absent in the
years 1952 to 1956.
This stream is the maxi-
mum of Hoffmeister's
(1948) Scorpius - Sagit-
tarius system.















This weak visual stream
has appeared only from
1966 onward (Hindley,
1969). Two sets of elements
are given to present likely
extremes.
This shower was observed
only in 1937. Two sets of
elements are given to pre-
sent likely extremes, ttoff-
meister's Orbit I (1948, p.
122) for a= 2.5 is incorrect.
This shower was strong
only in 1916 (100 hr -_)
and showed 6 hr-* in
1921 (Hoffmeister, 1921).
This shower was observed
only by radar from 1953
through 1958. It does not
appear in visual lists, al-
though it should if it is
not a recent arrival at the
Earth's orbit. Two sets
of elements are given to
present likely extremes.
These are Weiss' (1960b)
Capricornids. They are not
resolvable visually from the
Southern _ Aquarids.
These are Weiss' (1960b)




Early on, this shower is
not resolvable visually from
the Southern 8 Aquarids,
and in its feeble late






This shower was strong
for 1 hr before morning
twilight on one night
only.
These streams cannot be










This stream begins its ac-
tivity by contributing to
Hoffmeister's (1948) visual
Piscids and then moves
northward toward the ra-
diant of the famous Andro-
medid showers. Two ra-
diants and sets of elements
are given to display the




on December 5, 1741;
December 7, 1798 (_-_400
hr-9; December 7, 1830;
December 6, 1838 (_-_100
hr-l); December 6, 1847
(_150 hr-9; November
30, 1867; November 27,
1872; November 27, 1885
(_-_13,000 hr-9 ; Novem-
ber 23, 1892 (_300 hr-1);
November 24, 1899 (_-_100
hr-_); November 21, 1904
(--_20 hr-9; and Novem-
ber 15, 1940 (_-_30 hr-9.
Strong showers occurred
in 1927 (17 hr-_), 1933
(30 000 hr-1), 1946 (10 000
hr-1), and 1952 (200 hr-1).
Strong showers occurred
in 1799, 1832, 1833, 1834,
1839, 1866, 1867, 1868,
1898, 1901, 1903, 1961,
1965, 1966, and 1969. In
other years, activity was
very feeble.
This shower appeared only
in 1965. The northern radi-
ant is visual; the southern
is from radar observations.
The December portion of
this stream is called the
December Leo Minorids
by Cook et al. (1972),
but Lindblad (1971b)
found bridging meteors
that connect the Decem-
ber Leo Minorids to Coma
Berenicids in January.
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